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Platform Golf is a 2D physics-based game where you try to play the game as good as possible You can choose from 4 different characters, they differ in size and pace and their attributes They can jump, slide or roll And they can move to the left or right On the bottom of the screen is the ball, which
you need to hit towards the yellow pole You can shoot your ball from very close (hitting the green pole) The further away you shoot it, the more high you will go The lower you shoot it, the more downward speed you have But there is a limit to the distance you can shoot If your distance is too small,

your ball hits the floor and bounces back to the top Your ball can shoot over walls to get further But the limit of distance is also your limit to go over a wall Other things to note: - each level has 2x2 green strips - if you touch the ball with your character, it will be arrested - you can pick up a coin
from the floor - you can drop coins from the top of the screen to the floor - the block can be destroyed by some shots (top direction) - there is a time limit for each level - there are sometimes goals to reach - there are sometimes goals to get to - there are obstacles to jump over - there is a ball

cannon for each character - there is a huge ball for climbing - there is a score counter for each level - in the shop there are upgrades for your character and ball, as well as balls - the online leaderboards for highscores System Requirements: Your device should support HTML5 by its browser
Javascript is either disabled or unsupported in your browser How to play: On each level there are two poles, yellow and green You must shoot the ball between them to get points The higher the pole is, the harder you will get hit on the balls While it sounds very easy, you can only shoot your ball

upwards to the highest point you can reach So the goal is to shoot your ball to the highest pole you can reach from a low position To get further you shoot down and your ball accelerates with the gravity There are obstacles in the game, like broken blocks that you must avoid And there are several
goals to reach If you land on the floor with your ball, it will bounce back If you touch the ball with

Features Key:
Fully multi-threaded single-player and multi-player

Cave Bully style. Many more combatants.
Play against up to 10 opponents in a single-player game and up to 20 in multi-player.

Cancel match on the fly without restarting the game.
Use Snakes & Ladders, Pass the Pigs, Speed Bump and Blitzball (for players with insufficient gambling skills.)

Start a game by loading a single-player level, or start with The Second Coming and work your way up to The Troggs.
Four game modes: Puzzle, Single Player, Scenario, "My Way" and Multiplayer.

Optional Game Recordings, Replay, Offline video/sound playback, etc.
A variety of player corpses to make players in single-player scenarios feel like dead meat.

Online leaderboards.

Download

Information: toca@ndt.ath.cx

Code source available on GitHub
Multiplayer code, "My Way" mode, loop functions, Snakes & Ladders and Speed Bump are gamefunctions.as.
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Broken beyond despair is a cinematic visual novel that follows the mysteries of Nosgoth. While very gothic, it doesn't contain any blood or gore. Every choice has consequences, you cannot take back anything. Broken beyond despair is set in the the 8th era of Nosgoth, where civilization is
flourishing, people live forever, and a lot of things are in turmoil. In the first chapter, you are a law student in the city of Quinta. Your friend has disappeared after an accident and she has returned as a spirit. Along with this spirit, you enter a portal to Nosgoth, a land without limits, where you will
meet a royal assassin, a thief, an inventor, a witch and a whaler who have all been drawn to Nosgoth, as well. What is there to do? Explore the land and maybe find out what happened to your friend. The adventure continues as you keep playing and meeting new characters. Broken beyond despair
is a cinematic visual novel set in Nosgoth. It's an intense visual novel that is packed with 15 unique characters with their own missions, choices, and events. There are 10 eras to explore with 13 unique and original endings and a living kingdom with a dark past. Broken beyond despair has a surreal
art style that conveys the Gothic feeling of Nosgoth. It's a beautiful story that will take you around the realm, an adventure to never forget.Read More About Broken Beyond Despair Yono has spent her entire life in the same village. She's never learned to read or write. Yono is the easiest-going
person you'll meet. There's nothing more interesting to her than living in the same place, making friends, and spending time with her family. Now, Yono's fate is in your hands.Your choice will decide what Yono's future will be. Back in the day, a mighty empire called Tyria once spanned vast
expanses of land and ocean. When disaster struck and an unknown force destroyed the empire, four nations emerged from the ashes and reclaimed their destiny: the orcs, the humans, the norn and the sylvari. You are a veteran adventurer named Ano who's retired from adventuring. Now, you're
ready to resume your adventure as a mercenary. Will you save the world? No. Can you save yourself? This story takes place in the world of The Void. An old friend has asked you to find his daughter. He warns you that the other factions are hunting
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What's new:

This article contains massive spoilers for fanbases of Indiana Jones, Gormenghast, and Pirates of the Caribbean throughout the following pages. If you have not visited a fan base of these
characters either now or in the past, please do so before proceeding further. If you have no interest in these characters, there is a detailed list of characters excluded from this article. A bit
of background, along the lines of any of the main fanbases of anything. Tatiana, the femme fatal, currently known as “Devin,” rathearner and Tana’ath, is an even scarier punk version of
her zombie-cowboy hetero-boy spouse, Vincent, except with a snazzy mech-suit. They are married on the fantasy grounds but share a home in the real world, where their punk friends make
fun of them, mostly because they spend a lot of time working together on hidden projects that don’t use many of their acrobatic skills. Tattana won an anonymous suit of armor and has a
jet pack for connecting them home and to occasional going sites, and she, alone, gets her punk-jokes. They were married under a hatch that was, itself, part of the mosaic that covers the
ground that is their home. The mosaic that covers the forest that is home to the Midnight Reflections Fandom, is a quaint little base under a canopy of trees. In the story, the characters
meet a burglar in the form of an old man who has been wandering the floors; he’s hustled in through a general entrance and into the base, dropped off by some shady hoodlum and taken
in, by Vincent and friends. He sleeps there the night, while Vincent distracts him and buys him a timecard for day work, when the curtains below fall back to reveal Vincent, dressed in the
same outfit the thief was wearing, with a book in his hand. Tattana follows Vincent and the burglar out, dressed in the same outfit with a baseball bat. Her “swagg” is a bit more elaborate
but the outlines are clearly visible. A month has passed and the bandits have slipped out, looking for a home of their own. The burglar has disappeared, as do most of the bandits and all
the lights. A new note appears, this time a grumpy man in a bowler hat has written: “Sorry, we’re all out of cro
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After a tragic car accident, your country has pulled you from the wreckage. You are in a coma, but somehow your body is equipped with amazing technology that allows you to see the world as if through the eyes of a toy car. You remember nothing of your past, nor do you know how you got to this
place. You're guided through a magnificent toy town in a land far away, using only your vision and instinct. ***NOTE: All moving images are rendered in 2D / No motion blur on iphone devices.*** Includes the following items: - VR Headset - VR Driver Kit - VR Vehicle - Audio Adventure Interactive
Game - Instructional Manual ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =============== VR Adventure Interactive Game =============== VR Party is a new experience for all your party gatherings! Play with friends and family in VR as you laugh, yell,
and join in on some unique group activities. Play your music and have interactive fun in this virtual world where you can dance, sing, and interact with friends and family. Have a new experience and look your best on the surface! VR Party is a new experience for your next picnic, birthday party or
just to get away from it all. ***Note: All images and video is rendered in 2D (Basic) the Oculus app. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Eternal Tank is a multi-level shooter where you play as
a Tank-Robot trying to survive an endless avalanche of Space Zombies! ***Note: All moving images are rendered in 2D / No motion blur on iphone devices.*** Includes the following items: - VR Headset - VR Driver Kit - VR Game - Instructional Manual
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- =============== VR Shooter Game =============== ***Note: All moving images are rendered in 2D (Basic) the Oculus app.*** Do you have what it takes to survive over 4 seasons in this summer all-new VR
game? Battle and evolve your heroes as you face the deadly environments to take down the alien invaders. Instructions to play: 1. Select the Shooting Game from the menu. 2. Move your body like a top robot and enjoy! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- More
Videos and Games: --------- Oculus / Gear VR Games
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You should use 720p for watching doomer, which is one and half times the screen size, if you're native resolution is 1080p.
Doomer not compatible with VPNs.
Follow the step by step instructions to download the P2P file in this post.
After download finished, install manually on your PC when it is on desktop icon way.
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